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Introducing PARiM
PARiM is a highly configurable workforce management solution. No two installations are alike. It’s how efficiently you and
your team can use it that makes the difference.
We wrote our guide to bring together most of the key best practices and wisdom accumulated after working with a wide range of
clients across the world for years. Feel free to skip over sections that do not seem relevant to you at the moment. You can always
return to them later. Please be advised as our system grows from quarter to quarter, the guide may not contain the latest updates
and features. Check our support portal at support.parim.co for help with the latest features.

We know that you are using PARiM to
make your business more profitable
and productive. Our team is here to help
you do so. If at any time you feel stuck
you can contact us via our support
system, Intercom - which is available
with a single click in the bottom right
corner of our web app and the product
pages of our website.
We are here for every client. Let’s get
going!
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Setting up the company profile
The very first thing you should do after creating your account with PARiM is to go to the System settings page and fill in all the
necessary details about your company, choose the settings, upload your logo, edit the FAQ section and define your departments
if you have them. This information can be added and edited only by the users with Superadmin role rights within the system.
The System Settings can be found by hovering over the profile icon in the top right-hand corner on the blue menu bar.

Company details

First of all - go ahead and check out
the General Settings section, where
you can fill in information about your
company (name, address, phone
number, time zone, currency etc).
To edit this information, just fill in the
information or make any changes in it
that you wish and then click anywhere
on the screen to save the changes.

Uploading your logo

In the System Settings page, you can
also upload your logo, which will be
displayed on your login page as well as
other places on the site.

To upload a logo:
1.

Go to the logo upload section on at the top of Company Details and click on ‘‘add logo file’’;

2.

Choose the file from your computer;

3.

The logo will now upload and you should see it in the ‘‘Company Logo’’ section.
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Company settings

On the left-hand side, you will see
the settings section for Scheduling,
People, Notifications and more. We
encourage you to familiarise yourself
with these settings as they enable you
to customise and set up the system
according to your company’s needs
and processes.
You can turn the settings for the portal
ON or OFF. If you’re not sure what these
settings mean, there is a little ‘‘i’’ icon
next to each setting - if you hover your
mouse over this it will give you a short
explanation of what this setting means.

Editing the FAQ section

Another thing you should do when
setting up your company’s profile is
editing the FAQ section - it’s located
in the People Settings under the Staff
Portal section.
You can click on the ‘‘Staff Portal FAQ’’
and edit them to make them company
specific - we strongly recommend you
do this because your employees can
see them in their portal so if they have
any questions they can have a look at
the FAQs first.

Company departments

Under System Settings there’s also the
Company Departments section - here
you can define different departments
if you’re a bigger company or even just
use it to differentiate between different
parts of a building if you’d like. You can
assign both people and locations into
the departments and then filter by a
specific department when scheduling
or running reports to narrow down the
information.
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Help and support
Tour

When you log into the admin portal for the first time, the site will automatically play a virtual tour for you - just to let you know
what’s what and what are the most important things you should know and do. The tours will only automatically start and play
once - when you log in for the very first time - however, should you want to have a look at them again another time you can find and
replay them at any time by clicking on the question mark icon in the top right corner of your toolbar and clicking on the tour name.

Help inside the system

The question mark shaped icon in the top right corner of the toolbar is the Help Section, where you can give us feedback and ask
questions, go to our help centre or replay virtual tours if there are any on that page.

Inside the PARiM system, you will also find a blue bubble chat icon on the right bottom corner of each page. You can use this to
ask us questions or to search the Help Centre directly there.

Help Centre

We have an online PARiM Help Centre available both for the admin portal and staff portal which has articles with detailed
instructions on how to perform different actions on the system, for example, how to create shifts, assign them and more.
The staff portal articles provide guidance for the employees on how to register on the system, how to complete their profile, apply
for shifts and more.
The Help Centre pages can be found on the following links:
»»

Help Centre for Admin Portal - https://support.parim.co/admin-portal

»»

Help Centre for Staff Portal - https://support.parim.co/staff-portal
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Overview of the Admin Portal
First of all, we would like to walk you through different parts of the system so you can navigate your way around it. You will find the
main sections on the top blue menu bar under which you will find more subcategories. The menu tabs which you see depend
on which modules you have subscribed to, for example, if you have chosen the Events Module you will see the Events tab.

Dashboard

On your Dashboard, the ‘‘Action Required’’ section notifies you of all new updates in the system including new shift
applications, client requests, timesheets that need your approval and more. You can also view a live feed of all shifts being
covered by people on that specific date, upcoming shifts and positions that need to be filled in the course of the week and a quick
overview of your private messages and latest actions performed on the site.

Schedule

The schedule allows you to view all shifts that need to be covered each day including the location, required position and work
hours of a specific shift. You can easily assign those shifts to people by simply dragging and dropping the shift to a person’s
name. After the schedule has been fully assembled, you can publish the updates either one shift at a time or publish the whole
weekly/monthly schedule – involved people will then get a notification of the shift(s) assigned to them and if their confirmation is
needed, they can either approve or reject it. There is also the option of sending a rota, which will email the whole weekly schedule
to everyone working that week.
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Time Clock

On the Time Clock page, you can monitor your people’s attendance in real-time, amend and approve timesheets and view
detailed activity log for every shift. The problem alerts will let you know whether someone is late, doing overtime or has left early.
What is more, you can also view the exact clocking location on the map to make sure people were at the location during starting or
ending their shift.

Locations

Locations contain an overview and contact information of all both active and inactive locations in which your clients are situated.
Clicking on a location name will take you to its profile where you can see the detailed information about that specific location
such as address, map, contact persons, preferred and banned people, location specific pay and charge rates and any
uploaded documents linked to the location. You can also add new locations by clicking on the “Add Location” icon and inserting
the necessary information.
From under the Locations tab, you will also find the Clients page which gives an overview of all the active clients your company
currently has, their contact information, and the option to add new clients.

People

People page displays the list of all of your employees, including their contact information, any existing certificates (and their
expiration dates), last login date and allows you to quickly and easily add new people to the system. Clicking on a person’s name
will take you to their profile where you can view, add and edit detailed information about them. From under the People tab, you
will also find the Subcontractors list.
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Reports

Reports allow you to build, filter and manage your own reports according to your company’s needs to give you an overview
of pretty much everything important going on. Reports include Timesheet Summary, Payroll, Absences, Position Coverage,
Revenue Summary and Action History. The latter you can use to search and filter through your entire system action log to find
historical information on any action taken in the system.

Events | optional module

The Events page displays all upcoming and past events in either a calendar or list form. Both views display specifics about
the event (what kind of and how many people are needed, who is the client etc) and also allows you to easily add new events
by simply clicking on ‘‘Add New Event’’ and filling out the necessary information fields about the event in general and the team
involved.

Absences | optional module

The Absences page allows you to manage and get a quick overview of all existing employee absences. Here you can view and
edit them as well as create new ones. Absences are colour coded according to the settings you have applied on your Absence
settings page. You can filter the view by a person, specific absence type and location to find any absences.
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Checkpoints | optional module

The checkpoints function allows you to set up physical checkpoints at a location, where people can check in at using PARiM’s
mobile apps. This enables you to detect the person’s exact location at the time of the check-in so you can make sure that the
person is where he/she is required to be while on duty.
Have a look at how the process looks like with the iBeacons here: https://vimeo.com/290654400 and with the NFC tags here:
https://vimeo.com/290656109.

Assets | optional module

Assets displays all the assets your company has currently listed such as computers, uniforms etc. or the write-offs and shows
whether these assets are currently in stock or signed out – in case of being signed out, you can view exactly when and to which
employee the asset has been signed out to and when it is expected to be returned.
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Documents

Document management section allows you to upload and store any business or people related documents and determine
whether they are visible to users in the client and staff portals. You can also upload relevant documents directly to a person,
location, client and event profiles.

Messaging

The PARiM messaging function can be found on the top blue menu bar under the message icon. You can use it to notify people
about the open shifts, send a general message to everyone in one go or message people privately.

Mobile apps for iOS and Android

PARiM also has a PARiM Mobile App
available both for iOS and Android
devices. Please have a look at an
introductory video of the app here:
https://vimeo.com/279730362
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Account Settings
The very last tab on your upper toolbar,
the profile icon, allows you to access
your personal profile settings, the
company’s system settings, the
billing and payment details as well as
the subscriptions page which are all
explained separately as follows..

Your profile & Personal Settings

System Settings

General Settings

Time and Attendance

‘‘Your profile’’ will take you to your personal profile where
you can insert and view personal information about
yourself including contact details, expertise, education,
employment background and important health information.
The ‘‘Personal Settings’’ will take you to your profile as well
but directly to the Settings section where you switch certain
settings ON/OFF as needed.

As mentioned in the very beginning, this is where you can
fill in the details about your company, upload a logo and add
departments if needed.

Scheduling Settings

Under Scheduling Settings, you can set up how the
scheduling process will work. For example, you can select
whether people are required to confirm their shifts or whether
it is allowed to cancel a confirmed shift.

People Settings

The People Settings section is where you can add new
positions and qualifications to the system and decide
what information the employees will be able to see and what
actions will be available for them on the staff portal. For
example, you can choose whether the employees will be able
to manage their unavailability or to add expenses to their
shifts.
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The System Settings page is where you can configure the
system to suit your company’s processes. Here you will find
all the settings related to the people, scheduling, timesheets,
role permissions, absences and more. allows you to choose
which information is being displayed in the portal (show
upcoming shifts to employees or not etc) and also manages
what kind of rights your employees have in their portals (is it
allowed for a person to cancel a confirmed shift in staff portal
etc).

Here you can choose whether you want to time and attend
your employees. If you switch ‘‘Time & Attendance Activation’’
ON the users will be able to clock in and out of their shifts.
The Time Clock page will then display real-time information of
whose shifts are currently running as well as show problem
alerts if someone is late to a shift, doing overtime or has
finished their shift early.

Timesheet Approval settings allow you to choose
whether the admins or employees are required to confirm
timesheets.

Absence Settings

Here you can enter the absence types which are used in your
company. What is more, you can also customise the holiday
settings. For example, you can set on which date the holiday
year starts, whether the holiday is tracked in days or hours and
set the default holiday allowance for employees. Please note
that it is also possible to set an individual holiday allowance on
employee’s profile.
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Permissions for Roles

In PARiM system you will find that there are five user roles. The Superadmin, Manager, Department Supervisor and Location
Supervisor roles have access to the admin portal and the Employees have access to the staff portal.
An Employee is the default setting and means that the person can access the staff portal to view their personal schedule and
timesheets, manage shifts, apply for open positions and keep their eye on assets and documents - employees do not have access
to the admin portal or the right to change others’ settings.
Location Supervisor can schedule, monitor time-clock, approve worksheets, manage and amend certain people information that
is assigned to his/her’s supervised location/s. Supervisors do not have the access to the information about any other location or
person, as well no financial information is provided to them by default.
Department Supervisors are similar to the Location Supervisors, the only difference is that they are given the access to manage
the people that are assigned to certain departments. Financial information is not provided to the department supervisors by
default as well.
Managers can log into the administration portal and manage most overall company work - view and organize information about
clients, locations and people, use the scheduling options, view and approve worksheets, events and manage documents and
stock. Managers can be given the access to certain financial information, but cannot run Revenue Summary or Position Coverage
reports.
Superadmins have all the same rights as a manager, but they can also change the user roles, main account settings and have
access to all financial information, which is something managers don’t have the right to do.
The Permission Settings allow you to manage the roles that have access to the admin portal - you can switch permissions ON
and OFF depending on what you want a specific user role to be able to see and manage when they log into the admin portal.
For example, if you don’t wish the Location Supervisor to be able to see financial information such as pay rates for the employees
then you can switch their financial access OFF.

Note: you will find that some settings are either switched ON or OFF by default and these cannot currently be edited.
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Notifications

Notifications allow you to manage what email notifications different user roles receive for the actions taken in the system. For
example, you can set whether the employees will receive an email if a new shift has been assigned to them or choose whether
managers will receive an email about an employee requesting a holiday.
Click on the heading to reveal more specific options.

Please note that users with Superadmin role do not receive notifications by default so if you are a Superadmin and want to receive
the notifications you would need to add a Manager role to yourself in addition to the Superadmin role. This can be done on the
Roles page which you will find from under the People tab.

Working Time Rules

Working Time Rules settings allow you to manage employees’ maximum allowed working hours as well as set the required
consecutive rest time. You can set up custom rules by defining the Maximum Hours, Period and Age and if during scheduling any
shift is not in compliance with the set rules it will be displayed to you on the Schedule Calendar with a problem indicator.

Billing

The billing section gives you an overview of your billing and payment history as well as recent activity, displays your payment
information and current balance and if you have inserted your payment information, also allows you to pay the current balance
right away. We are using Stripe as our payment gateway provider – we do not save your credit card details on the system.

Subscriptions

The Subscriptions page gives you an overview of all the modules available. You will find the description of the default module
PARiM Pro Simple as well as other optional modules to which you can subscribe to such as Absences, Assets, Events, Check
Calls, Checkpoints and SMS & Voice module which among other things allows you send text messages to the employees.
Note: if you would like to activate the SMS & Voice Module you would need to contact us as we need to allocate a phone
number to your company. This can be done via the blue bubble chat on the bottom right-hand corner of the system or send an
email to support@parim.co.
This is the end of the admin portal introduction. We will now move on to describe how you can add your first employees, locations
and clients into the system in order for you to be able to start scheduling.
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Adding People, Locations and
Clients to the system
Adding people

You can add people either individually or send them invitation emails to invite them to join PARiM themselves. You can also bulk
upload people via an import file. You will find all these options on the People page by clicking on the green ‘Add a person’ button.

Adding a person

To add your first employees into the system:
1.

Select ‘‘Add a person’’ option. This will take you to page where you can insert details about a new user.

2.

Fill in the first and last name and email of your employee (these fields are mandatory).

3. Choose whether you want to give the new member access to the staff portal – if you leave the option ON, we will send
the login information to this person and they can log into the staff portal. If you switch the access OFF the new user won’t be
notified of the account having been created for them until you choose to give them access later.
4.

After you have filled in all the necessary information about your new employee, click ‘‘Save’’.
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Sending invitations to join PARiM

Another way to add people is to send them email invitations inviting them to join PARiM - all they have to do then is accept the
invite in the email they receive, log in, fill in their details and voila - you have a new employee!
1. To send invitations, click on the ‘‘Invite’’ option which appears when you click on the green ‘Add a person’ button on the
People page.
2. This will open an invitation pop up window where you can insert the people’s email addresses you wish to invite to join
and also write a message for them that will be included in the email.

3.

Click on “Invite” to send the invitations.

4. You can view the sent invitations and whether they have been accepted on the Invitations page which is one of the
submenus if you hover over People tab on the top blue menu bar.

Bulk uploading people via import file

You can also add users via a bulk upload. If you have an xls, xlxs, csv document format with your employees’ details you can
import them into the system which is very quick and simple action to complete. Just follow these few steps:
1.

First Excel spreadsheet row – row A for your column headings

2.

Must include an email address – no duplicate email addresses are accepted by the system

3. If you want to include home address straight away, need to have city/town and street name column headings with the
information
4. After you have prepared the document click on the ‘‘Import from file’’ option under the green ‘Add a person’ button on
the People page
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5.

When the document is uploaded match the fields by dragging and dropping.

6. Click ‘‘Preview’’ in the right lower corner and if you have uploaded information successfully all of the staff members
should have a green tick next to them. If instead of the tick you see ‘‘x’’ icon click on the line and correct highlighted
information. You can also ignore those incorrect fields by ticking ‘‘Ignore all rows with errors’’, however, information will then
not be uploaded to the system.
7.

Click ‘‘Finish’’ and the software will upload it for you.

8.

See the uploaded people on the ‘‘People’’ page.

Join our team – people registering themselves

The ‘‘Join our team’’ option can be set to be displayed on the
company’s Parim login page. This allows for all the people
who are interested in joining the company to register
themselves on the system. To save time from adding the
people to the system yourself, you can simply send the
login page link and ask them to register. They can create an
account for themselves and fill in their details, you can then
overview their profile and if all the necessary information is
there you can change their status to Approved and give them
access to the system.

Adding subcontractors

To add subcontractors you need to follow the same instructions as for when adding a person only before adding all the
necessary information you need to go to the dedicated area to subcontractors. This can be found by hovering over the People tab
where Subcontractors will appear as a submenu.
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User Statuses

User statuses stand for the different stages of the user registration process - first of all, a new user has to be added or register
themselves on the system. After that, they need to fill in their details and have their profiles approved by an admin.
There are four user statuses:
»» Registration Incomplete - a new user has registered on the system via ‘‘Join our team’’ option but has not yet activated
their account (for example, if they haven’t received their activation email)
»» Data Incomplete - the user has registered and activated their account but has not yet completed their profile - they can
log into the site but can’t do anything else until their profile is completed and approved
»»

Waiting Approval - the user has filled in all their details and is waiting for the admin to approve their account

»»

Approved - the user’s account has been completely approved and they can perform all the actions on the system.

To change a person’s status:
1.

Find their name on the People page and click on the three dots next to their name to open the actions menu.

2.

Choose which status you wish to give to the person.

3.

The status should now update and display under the Status column on the person’s row.

To change status for multiple people:
1.

Select the people whose status you want to change by ticking their names on the list.

2.

Click on the ‘‘With selected’’ button to open the actions menu.

3.

Choose which status you wish to give to the selected people.
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Adding Clients

New clients can be added to the system on the Clients page which can be found as one of the submenus by hovering over the
Locations tab on the top blue menu bar.
To add a new client:
1.

Click on the green ‘‘Add client’’ button on top of the Clients page.

2.

Fill in the name of your new client. Click ‘‘Save’’.

3. Next, you will need to add a location for the company you’re currently adding. Fill in the name, address and city
information for the site and click ‘‘Save’’.
4. The final step is adding a contact person for the client. Please fill in the name, email, phone number and other relevant
information about them.
5. If you tick the ‘‘Assign the contact to locations’’ box, this contact will be assigned to the location you just entered for the
company in the previous step. If there is more than one location connected to this company, you can choose which locations
this person will be the contact for.
6. You can also choose whether this person will have access to the client portal – if you leave the option ON they will be
emailed their login information and they can log into their account on PARiM system. After filling in all the information, click
‘‘Save’’.

You have now successfully completed your first client profile and they should show up in your client list. If you wish to view or edit
their profiles, simply click on the client name on the list. On the client profile, you can also have an overview of all the locations that
are related to that client.
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Adding Locations

You can add a location for your new client when you’re adding them into the client database on the Clients page, but you can also
always add more locations to them after.
To do add a new location to the system:
1. Go to ‘‘Locations’’ in your toolbar and click on ‘‘Add Location’’ in the upper right corner. This will take you to a page
where you can fill in details about the new site.
2.

Choose a client from the ones you have already inserted into the system or you can also add a new one if needed.

3. After you have selected a client from the database, fill in the location name, address, city and country for the site. Click
‘‘Save and next’’.Next, you will need to add a location for the company you’re currently adding. Fill in the name, address and
city information for the site and click ‘‘Save’’.
You have now successfully created a new location for your client which will show up in your Locations list. To edit or view the
location simply click on the location name on the list and it will take you to its profile.
Please note! After the location has been created you can also attach it to other clients if you have more than one client using the
location.
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Scheduling
Now that you have entered the people, clients, locations and positions to the system you can start with having a go at scheduling.
Let’s start by introducing the Schedule calendar.
You will find the Schedule tab on the top blue menu bar which will take you to the Schedule page.
On the left-hand side of the Schedule calendar, you will find filters. These will help you narrow down the people, locations and
shifts that you’re working with. Sorting options, time period options, tools, publish and send options.

Adding shifts

You can either add an open shift which means that it isn’t assigned to a specific employee yet or you can add a shift directly to
a person already.
To add an open shift:

1. Go to the open shifts area at the top of the schedule calendar and either click on the grey area or in the Weekly view you
can also click on the plus icon next to your chosen date. This will open a New Shift dialogue pop up window.
2.

Fill in the necessary information to create a shift by

»» selecting the start and end time for the shift as well as break duration if needed
»» searching and selecting a location
»» selecting an existing or adding a new position for the shift (click on the three dots next to the position field to add a new
one) and choosing the number of people needed.

3.

If you would like to add any additional information about a shift in the ‘‘Notes’’ section on the right-hand side.
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4. Once you have filled in all the fields, click ‘‘Save’’ and the shift box will be displayed now on the Schedule in the open
shifts area. You can now assign it to an employee by dragging and dropping it next to the name of the relevant user onto the
correct date.

To add a shift directly to an employee:
1. Go to an empty date box on a person’s row and click on it. This will open the same popup window in which you can
create new shift but this time the name of that particular employee will be automatically added to the shift.Choose which
status you wish to give to the person.
2.

Fill in all the necessary fields and click ‘‘Save’’ - the shift will now show up on the employee’s schedule.

To copy a shift:
1.

Find the shift on the calendar which you want to copy and right-click on it for the ‘‘Copy’’ option to appear.

2.

Find the date on the calendar where you want to paste the shift to and right-click for the ‘‘Paste’’ option.

3.
If you want to paste the same shift to different people or dates, you can simply keep right-clicking and pasting it to
where needed.

Patterns

Patterns are a great solution for if you have employees doing repeating shifts or if you have locations that need to be covered at all
times. Have a look at a video on how patterns work in PARiM: https://vimeo.com/282819738
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Assigning shifts

To assign a shift to a person, make sure you are on the Calendar view and can see both your shifts and the people section. You
can either view the full list of people at the bottom half of the page at the same time or display a specific employee by typing their
name in the ‘‘Search people’’ field.
Then find the shift from the open shifts area that you wish to assign to an employee and simply drag and drop it next to the
person’s name on the correct date. The assigned shift will show as striped through to indicate it is unpublished. The person won’t
be notified of the new shift assignment until you choose to publish the shift.

Publishing shifts and sending schedules

After you’re done putting together the weekly schedule or have made any changes to it, you need to publish it to make it visible
for everyone involved and to notify them of their new schedule.
The schedule is not published automatically every time you make a single change to it - this is because we want you to be able to
take your time assembling the schedule and change your mind as many times as you like without having a notification sent out
every time you make a move.
You can either publish the shifts one by one or all at the same time. You can see whether a shift is published or not from its
colour - if it is striped it means it has not been published yet and if it is shown in a full colour the shift is already published.

To publish a single shift:
1.

Go to a shift box in the schedule view.

2.

Right click on the shift for the action menu and select ‘‘Publish shift’’.

3. A pop-up window will open where you can choose if and how you want to notify the employee about the new shift
assignment. Next, you will need to add a location for the company you’re currently adding. Fill in the name, address and city
information for the site and click ‘‘Save’’.
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4.

The shift has now been published and will show as a full colour.

To publish shifts for everyone::
1.

After you have assigned all the shifts or made any changes to the shifts and you are ready to inform people about their
schedules click on the red ‘‘Publish & Send’’ button in the top right corner of the page to open the actions menu.

2.

Click on ‘‘Publish schedule changes’’ to publish shifts that haven’t been published yet. This will send the schedules and
rota changes to all the relevant people.

3. If you wish to send schedules to everyone regardless if they had any unpublished shifts before or not, you can do this
by clicking on the ‘‘Send schedules to all people’’. This will publish the unpublished shifts as well as send out schedules to
all the visible people.
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You can also send only one person their weekly schedule:
1. Go to the employee’s name on the schedule to whom you wish to send a schedule to and click on the three dots next to
their name for action menu.
2.

Choose ‘‘Send schedule’’ to send only this person their schedule.

Shift statuses

The shifts in the Schedule view have different statuses which are visually shown by them having a different colour than the
normal position colour or having some other characteristics to indicate their status. If you want to see more details and options
about a shift simply left-click on the shift to open it OR right-click on it to open immediate actions such as Publish, Accept, Delete
etc. As follows we’ll introduce you to all the different shift statuses that we have in the system to help you navigate on the Schedule
with ease.

Open shifts

These are the shifts at the top of the Schedule which haven’t been assigned to any employees yet, therefore they are still open
shifts. You can drag and drop them to assign them to someone or if you have the setting ‘‘People can apply for open shifts’’
switched ON then it means that these shifts are visible to people on their portal and they are able to apply for these
themselves as well.
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Unpublished shifts

Unpublished shifts show on the schedule as striped through which means that these have been assigned to people but are not
yet published which means they have not been made visible to the employees themselves yet. You can swap these or cancel
and the people wouldn’t get any notification about it - this allows you to schedule with ease and arrange the shifts as needed
before publishing the final schedule. Once you’re happy with everything you can publish the shifts.

Published and approved shifts

Full colour stands for shifts that have been assigned and published to the employees and if needed, also confirmed. No further
action needs to be taken with these shifts.

Shifts waiting for confirmation

These are displayed in a yellow colour instead of the normal position colour to represent the ‘‘waiting’’ status. This means you
have sent a request to a person to cover a shift and they have yet to accept it.
You can either wait for the employee to confirm it or you can confirm it yourself (for example if the employee wishes to accept
the shift but doesn’t have access to a computer or mobile application at the moment) by right-clicking on the shift and choosing
‘‘Confirm request’’. The shift will then turn into a normal position colour.
Please note! Requiring people to confirm the shifts is optional and depends on whether the setting ‘‘People’s confirmation
required for new shift’’ is switched ON in the Scheduling Settings.

Shift applications

Shifts with a striped border are employees’ shift applications for the available shifts. It means they have seen the open shifts and
applied to them. You can either accept or reject a shift application by right-clicking on it. When you accept the shift application it
will turn to a full-colour shift and will also notify the user that their shift application has been successful.
Please note! Whether people are able to see the open shifts and apply for them depends on the setting ‘‘People can apply for
open shifts’’ which you can find in the Scheduling Settings.
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Unassigning and deleting shifts

You can always unassign or delete any shifts on the system. The unpublished shifts can be removed without having to leave
a reason, however, for the published and confirmed shifts you can set it up so it would be required to leave a reason when
unassigning or deleting the shifts. This can be done by going to the System Settings > Scheduling Settings > Shift Cancellation
Settings and switching the setting ‘‘Explanation required on shift cancellation’’ ON.
This means that when an admin is unassigning or deleting a shift they will be required to select a cancellation reason. There are
some default cancellation reasons on the system already, but you can also add new reasons suitable for your company.
To unassign a shift:
1. Right-click on the shift for the action menu and choose ‘‘Unassign’’ OR simply drag and drop the shift back to the open
shifts area.

2.

If you’re required to leave a reason for unassigning, select the relevant reason.

3.

You can also replace the shift with either an unavailability or an absence if needed.

4. Once you have unassigned a shift, it will be released from the employee and move back to the top of the schedule as an
open shift which can then be assigned to another employee.
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To delete multiple shifts:
This can be done by going into the Select Mode as it allows you to select multiple shifts and perform different actions with
them, one of which is deleting them.
1.

Find the ‘‘Tools’’ section on the top right-hand corner and switch the ‘‘Select mode’’ ON.

2. When the Select Mode is ON the shifts become selectable. You can select the shifts either by ticking them individually
OR you can select the area by left-clicking on the calendar and dragging the mouse to cover the area of shifts you wish to
select.
3. Once you have ticked the relevant shifts click on the ‘‘Shifts’’ on the blue bar to open the actions menu and choose
‘‘Delete shifts’’.

4.

If you’re required to leave a reason for deleting, select the relevant reason.

5.

You can also replace the shifts with either an unavailability or an absence if needed.

6.

Click on ‘‘Delete permanently’’ to remove the shifts from the system.

Sending shift requests to people

Shift requests are shifts that are assigned to employees but need to be accepted by them to confirm that they have seen the shift
and are able to do it. The shift confirmation requirement can be set up for specific locations or events as needed.
To set up the shift confirmation requirement:
1. To start using this function you will first need to go the System Settings -> Scheduling Settings > Shift assignment and
turn ON the setting ‘‘People’s Confirmation Required For New Shift’’.

2. As this is a location specific setting you will also need to go to the location’s profile that you wish to use it for and turn
the setting ‘‘Person’s Confirmation Required For New Shift’’ ON there as well.
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Sending shift requests:
1. Sending a shift request works exactly the same way as assigning a regular shift to an employee, the only difference
is that on assigning a shift it will change to a yellow colour instead of the normal position colour to indicate its ‘‘waiting’’
status. This means you have sent a request to an employee to cover a shift and it is now waiting for their confirmation.

2. The employees will be notified about the shift request by a push notification on the app, email or SMS saying ‘‘You have
a new shift waiting for your confirmation’’. They can then accept or reject the shift request on their PARiM mobile app or
desktop.
3. Once the person has accepted the shift they will turn into the normal position colour as chosen in the settings to
indicate that these shifts are confirmed and no further action needs to be taken with them.
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Inviting employees to apply for open shifts

Once you have created open shifts to the top of the Schedule calendar you can notify available employees that there are new
shifts to apply for. This can be done on the Schedule calendar.
1. Find the ‘‘Publish & Send’’ button on the top right-hand corner and click on it to open the action menu. Select ‘‘Invite
available people to apply’’.

2. A message window will open where on the left-hand side you will find the open shifts which will be included in the
message. Should you wish to exclude any of them simply click on them. Next, write a message to the employees to invite
them to apply for the shifts.

3. On the right-hand side of the message, you will find the Suitable Recipient list. The people who are included as
recipients are available and suitable to apply for at least one of the shifts based on the criteria set up in the System Settings.
For example, if you have the ‘‘Position match requirement’’ switched ON then the system will only include people to the
recipient list who have the correct positions attached to them.
4.

Finally, select whether you want the message to go out as an email and/or SMS and click ‘‘Send’’.

The difference between a shift and a job

On the Schedule calendar, you will find options to create shifts or jobs. The main differences between a shift and a job are time
and payment.

Time

A shift is created for a specific time which you can track, for example, 9:00 - 17:00. For a job, you can’t add a start and an end
time, just a date by when it needs to be done. A job is considered more like a task. For example, there is a work that needs to
be done - a carpet installation. It can be done within a week, no certain time or timesheet needed after, it just needs to be done
separately or within a shift work.
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Payment

The shifts have hourly rates whereas the jobs have a one-off payment - this means that regardless of the hours or dates it took
to complete a job the payment will be fixed. This is the reason why jobs can also be used for additional pay if needed because
within a shift people sometimes do an extra work or get benefits.

Adding people into preferred or banned list for locations

Every location has a list of preferred and banned people. Preferred employees are especially welcome to work in this location
whereas banned is a list of people who for some reason are not allowed on the location. When scheduling on the Schedule
calendar if you filter by location then the preferred people will come up.
You can view those lists and add people to them on the location profile (go to the Locations list from the top blue menu bar and
click on the location’s name). You will find the Preferred and Banned people section if you scroll down the page as seen below.

Adding people to location’s Preferred or Banned list
1. You can add people to the list on the location profile by finding the relevant list and clicking ‘‘+add’’. This will open a text
box where you can type in the person you want to add to the list. Once you’ve found your employee, click ‘‘Add’’ and they
should now show in the list. To remove a person from the list, simply click the little X icon next to their name.
2. You can also add one or multiple people to the location’s list on the People page. Simply tick the people’s’ names and
use the ‘‘With selected’’ button to find the option ‘‘Add to locations’’.

Setting people as available or unavailable

You as an admin as well as people themselves can set them as available or unavailable for certain days or longer time periods
depending on what is the best practice for your company. Being able to see when a person is free to do a shift saves you time in
scheduling as you can allocate shifts to people who you already know will be able to do the shifts.

Availability
To mark a person as available:
1.

Click on their calendar row for action menu and select ‘‘Mark as available’’.

2.

A window will open where you can select whether you want to create a one-off or repeating availability.

3.

The availability will show on the calendar in a light green colour onto which you can allocate shifts.

Unavailability

To mark a person as unavailable select ‘‘Mark as unavailable’’ from the action menu and follow the same steps as for availability.
The unavailability will show on the calendar in a grey colour and the system won’t allow you to allocate a shift onto it. If you try
to assign a shift to someone who is marked as unavailable the system will display a message ‘‘Conflicting unavailability’’.
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People‘s time and attendance
There are various ways to track time and attendance on the PARiM system - Time Clock live dashboard, mobile app and
notifications help you manage your workforce in real time. The employees have multiple options for how to start and end their
shifts all of which can be monitored by admins and supervisors. Notifications and alerts go out to everyone about the current shift
status to make sure everybody is notified of the relevant information on time.
Watch a video to get an overview of how tracking time and attendance works in PARiM: https://vimeo.com/252167370

How people can start and end their shift

There are multiple ways for people to clock into and out of
their shifts.
1.

PARiM’s mobile app
People can clock in and out on Android or iOS phones
using PARiM’s mobile app. For Windows phones, users
will need to use a mobile browser to access PARiM.
Employees log into their account on the app, go to
the Time Clock to see today’s shift and tap on Start.
(The system allows to clock in three hours before the
scheduled shift time.) Location Access needs to be
turned ON to send the GPS location of the phone during
the clocking action. The system automatically asks
permission during an installation.

2.

Tablet
Tablet works in a similar way to the mobile app but can
be used in situations where one device is used for
all employees and a personal mobile device is not
required. Tablet is usually fixed to the wall next to the
entrance. Enabling a PIN access on the mobile app gives
the employees a simple way to access their shift and
start the clock.

3.

SMS and Voice call
People can clock in and out via a text message or a voice call. This can be used in a situation where employees don’t have a
smartphone or where there is a special landline on the site. The phone access needs to be switched ON for each user in order
to give them the option to clock in via an SMS or a Voice call. When you switch the phone access ON, a unique PIN number
will be sent to the person. This PIN will need to be used to identify themselves when texting or calling the system.

4.

Desktop
People can also clock into their shift on a desktop. If they log into their account and they have a shift assigned for the day a
green ‘‘Clock In’’ button will be displayed on top of the Schedule.
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Managers and Supervisors can monitor people’s attendance in multiple ways

The Time Clock page, PARiM mobile app and email/push notifications allow the Managers and Supervisors to always have realtime information about people’s time and attendance.
Time Clock page
Gives you an overview of all the ongoing shifts and their current real-time status - whether the employee is late to their shift and
hasn’t clocked in yet, whether the shift is running or if the employee is doing an overtime. You can also take action on the person’s
behalf if needed and clock them in and out of the shift.
1.

Shift statuses: Late, Running, Overtime, Left Early
For ongoing shifts, the Time Clock page shows live shift statuses to notify you of any possible problems as soon as they
arise. You will have an overview of whose shift is currently running, who is late or doing overtime and who have finished their
shift before the scheduled finish time.

2.

Person’s location during the clocking action
If location access is allowed for PARiM app, the Time Clock page will show the exact location where people clocked in
and out of their shifts. This information can be found under the pin icon - it is green if the clocking location falls within the
allowed radius and red if the clocking action was done too far away from the site.

3.

See shift details and Activity Log
Click on the shift row to open a Timesheet sidebar which has all the detailed information about the shift including the Activity
Log where every action that has been taken with the shift has been recorded - when the shift was created, when the
employee applied to it, when they clocked in/out and who approved the timesheet.
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PARiM’s mobile app

In the app managers and supervisors can monitor people’s attendance from under the Time Clock tab which is one of the menu
points at the bottom of the app. The Time Clock will give an overview of all the active shifts as well as list shifts that start within
the next three hours.

Time Clock has the following sections:
1.

Late shifts -  the late shifts are shown with a red dot
which means employees haven’t started their shifts yet.

2.

Running shifts - these are shown in a green colour to
indicate that the employee is currently on a shift. There
can also be a yellow dot to indicate that the person is on
a break.

3.

Shifts starting in the next 3 hours - this gives an
overview of all the shifts which are about to start soon
and you can already start shifts for these people if
needed.

Tap on the shift to open up a more detailed view with shift
details, clock history and where you can also perform the
clocking actions for the employee if needed.

Notifications for Managers and Supervisors

They will receive real-time updates via notifications from different channels to always have the latest information about any
possible problems.
1.

Mobile app push notifications

Managers and supervisors receive a push notification if an employee is late, doing overtime or has finished the shift early.
2.

Emails and SMS notifications

Another option is to receive the alert notifications as an email and/or text messages. You can set who will receive what
notifications on the Notifications page (go to the System Settings and from there to the Notifications Settings).
3.

Desktop notifications

If you are accessing PARiM for the first time, then your browser will ask you to allow desktop notifications. Turn it ON and you will
get real-time notifications to your screen without the need to be on the Timeclock page.
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Timesheets

Your employees are done covering their shifts and you want to approve their timesheets or simply see how many hours someone
worked during a certain time period? This can be done on the Time Clock page as well as on the PARiM mobile app.
To view or approve a timesheet:
1.

Go to the Time Clock page by clicking on the tab on the top blue menu bar.

2.
Use the filters to find specific timesheets - select time period, employee, location and position. Next, you can check the
Start and End times and amend them by clicking on the time boxes.
Please note! The ‘‘Shift time’’ column shows the scheduled times, the ‘‘Clock time’’ shows the precise time of the clocking
action and the ‘‘Start’’ and ‘‘End’’ times are the actual rounded up times that will reflect on the timesheet. The actual times are
highlighted in red if they are different from the scheduled shift time. If you need to amend the actual shift hours simply click
on the input and enter the correct start and end time.

3. Once you’ve made sure the shift times are correct you can approve the timesheets by clicking on the green ‘‘Approve’’ button
at the end of the shift row.

4. The timesheets with the actual shift times from the Time Clock page will show on the Timesheet Summary report. On other
reports, for example, Payroll report, you can choose whether you want to include the scheduled or actual shift times on the
report.
Note: You can also require the employees to confirm their timesheets as well. To do this you would need to go to the Time and
Attendance settings and switch the ‘‘People must confirm timesheets’’ setting ON. The employees will then be asked to confirm
their hours once the shift has been finished. If there was a difference between the scheduled hours they can amend the hours
worked accordingly and then confirm the timesheet. Admins will see these hours on the Time Clock page and can either approve
or edit the times if needed.
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HR management
People page
The People page gives you an overview of all the people’s details and helps you easily manage these conveniently from one
place. Whether you need to monitor the qualifications’ expiry, add people to departments or export their details - People page is
the place for it. Here is everything you can do on the People page.
1.

Filters and Smart Search - help you find the people you’re looking for
The filters on the left-hand side allow you to filter out people based on the information you’re looking for. For example, if you
need to find people who haven’t entered their bank details yet you can do so from under the ‘Bank details’ filter.
You can also use the search box to find specific people by searching for any of the following data: Name, Email, Person ID,
Phone, NIno and Address.

2.

Choose which details to include on the People list
The columns select option allows you to work with the information that is important to you. Use the columns icon (three
vertical lines at the top of the list) to choose the columns that you wish to be displayed on the People list. Customise the
list to suit your needs and find the information quickly.

3.

Manage people’s statuses, positions, locations and more
You can perform all the necessary actions such as adding and editing positions, locations, departments etc directly on the
People page either for an individual employee or for multiple people at once.
For individual actions click on the three dots next to the person’s name and choose the relevant action. To perform an action
for multiple employees simply select the relevant people by ticking their names and then open the actions list by clicking
on the ‘‘With selected’’ button.
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4.

Monitor the expiry dates of people’s passports, visas and qualifications
In front of the person’s name, there is a Problems column. If there is a problem with a person, for example, their passport has
expired, then a red circle will appear there to alert you. Hover over it to see more information about the problem.

5.

Export people’s details as a CSV file
To export a CSV click on the blue ‘‘Actions’’ button on the top right corner and choose ‘‘Export all to CSV’’. A window will open
where you can select which information you want to export.

6.

Add internal notes about people to record important information
You can add notes to people either on their profiles or can easily add and edit notes directly on the People page as well. To do
so click on the three dots next to the user’s name and choose ‘‘View notes’’. The notes you add there will be for internal use
only and won’t be visible to the employees themselves.

7.

Archiving people
If you wish to make a person inactive but to keep all the history you can use the End Contract function which you will find as
one of the options if you click on the three dots next to the person’s name. People whose contract has ended won’t show
anywhere else on the system anymore and will be automatically moved to the Contract Ended list which you can find
under the Employees filter.

You can reinstate an employee at any time by going to the Contract ended list and either removing the Contract End date or
setting a new date into the future.
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8.

Deleting people
Important: if you choose to delete a person they and all the data related to them such as their historical shifts,
timesheets, clocking actions etc be will be removed from the system irreversibly. This action cannot be undone.
There are two ways to delete people. You can always delete people who are already in the Contract ended list  - simply find
the person and click on the three dots next to their name for the Delete option.

To delete on the People page you will need to click on the three dots next to the person’s name and choose Delete. Please
note: the Delete option will only be active for users whose status is set to other than Approved. This means that if you
want to delete a person you will first need to either end their contract or set their status to either Waiting for approval or Data
incomplete. After that, the ‘‘Delete person’’ button will be active.

Adding positions to people

Once you have entered the positions into the system you can assign them to employees on the People page.

1.

To add positions to multiple people at once tick the relevant people and then use the ‘‘With Selected’’ button to choose the
‘‘Add positions’’ option. Next, a pop-up window will open where you can select which positions you wish to add. Click on the
position name to select and then on ‘‘Add’’ to save the changes.

2.

To add positions to one person there are two options. First, you can do it directly on the People page by clicking on the three
dots next to the user’s name and choosing ‘‘Edit positions’’. OR you can go to the person’s profile to the Positions section and
click on ‘‘+Add’’ to assign new positions.

Adding new Superadmins, Managers and Supervisors

To add a new Superadmin, Manager or Supervisor you would first need to add them to the system as you would with a regular
employee and then attach the relevant role to them. To do this you would need to go to the Roles page - hover over the People
tab for the submenu to appear and select ‘‘Roles’’.

Next, find the role you want to attach to someone and click on ‘‘+add’’. You can now select the person and assign the role to them.
To remove a role from a person simply hover over their name and an ‘‘X’’ will appear which allows you to remove the role.
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Pay and charge rates
Pay and Charges feature enables you to set location and client specific pay rates and charge rates for positions. This is useful
for if you have positions that have different rates at different locations or for different clients. Rate Cards help you effectively set
and manage all the rates and charges - once you have set up the rules for positions the system will automatically fill in the
correct rates when creating shifts on the Schedule calendar for different locations and clients.

Watch a video to find out more about how Pay and Charge Rates work in PARiM: https://vimeo.com/268361610

Adding a new rule

Simply click on the ‘‘Add rule’’, select a position, location and/or client, fill in the rate information and click on ‘‘Save’’.
Congratulations, you have set up a new rate rule! If you now go to the schedule to create a shift for that position the rates
information will be automatically filled in for you.

Personal rate

Personal rate allows you to set an individual rate for an employee who has their own specific pay rate. There are two ways to use
this feature, you can either set the personal rate as a default for a person or you can choose to only apply it to the selected shifts.
To set a personal rate go to the person’s profile to the ‘‘Personal Pay Rate’’ section, enter the rate and click on ‘‘OK’’.

Using personal rate as default

Setting personal rate as a default pay rate means that it will override the other pay rate rules. For example, if you have a general
position pay rate set up but a person has a personal rate assigned to them the system would default to the personal rate instead of
the position rate.
To activate the Personal Rate option you will need to switch a relevant setting on. This can be done in the Scheduling Settings
under the Shift Assignment section. Find the setting ‘‘Use Personal Rate as Preferred Shift Rate’’ and switch it ON.
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Reporting
Once you have the system set up, you have scheduled some shifts for people and they have finished them, it’s time to run reports.
PARiM has various different reports available depending on what information you need to find.

Reports
»» Timesheet Summary gives you an overview of the actual shift times which come from the Time Clock page and are based
on when a person clocked in or out of the shift.
»»

Time Clock report allows you to view the ‘‘problems’’ with the shifts, for example, the lateness and overtime.

»» Payroll report has all the necessary information on it for generating payslips. You can customise the report as needed and
choose whether you want to include scheduled or actual shift times. The report can then be exported as a CSV file and imported
into a payroll software.
»» Position Coverage report compares planned positions with allocated in terms of hours, rates and charges as well as allows
you to monitor your % coverage by date range, location or event. The report also works out your gross margin.
»»

Revenue Summary report shows you what you should be charging your client by day, week, month or by location.

»» Action History report is a report for when you need to look up any action taken in the system, for example, if an employee
has been deleted from the system and you need to find out who and when performed this action then the Action History report
will help you find that information.
Please note: if your company has subscribed to extra modules then you will find there are more reports available depending on
the module. For Checkpoints module there is a Checkpoints report, for Check Calls there will be an option to run Time Clock report
for check calls specifically and for Absences module, there are two additional reports.

Running reports
1. Filters - filters help you narrow down the data to find exactly what you’re looking for. You can select the time period,
department or a specific event and so on.
2. Grouping - all the reports have an option to choose how you want to group the information together. The available options
can be found under the grouping icon at the top of the report (three horisontal lines).

3. Columns - select which information you want to include on the report. From the Columns options ( thee vertical lines on top
of the report) you can choose the relevant columns by ticking or unticking them.
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4. Sorting - it is possible to sort the columns by clicking on the column name. An arrow will then appear next to it to indicate in
which order the column is currently sorted.
5. Save view - if you have certain filters, grouping and columns which you use often you can use the ‘‘Save view’’ function
which will save all this information for you. You can name and save the view and then use it later to avoid having to select and set
everything again on the report. The saved views can be applied from under the ‘‘Previous week’’ filter.

Exporting reports

The reports can be exported from PARiM as a CSV file. This option can be found under the blue Actions button. You can choose
whether you want to export it with the currently displayed columns or the detailed version where all the columns are included.
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